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Hi, does anyone have a
driver for my external

3.5mm audio jack. As far
as I know, there is no usb

3.5mm audio jack
adapter? I'm running
windows xp on a dell
laptop. I would like to
utilize my usb 3.5mm
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audio jack for an external
speaker system. I

currently have an internal
laptop speaker system set
to Stereo and the external

speakers connected
directly to the audio jack.

I'm able to hear sound
from the speakers but not
able to hear the bass or
highs from the internal
speakers. I think the

problem is the driver but
I'm not sure. I would like
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to have the sound run
through the usb audio
jack into the internal

speakers. Is this possible?
If so, can you direct me to
the driver I need? Thanks
for the help in advance!

This is a replacement
option for the more

standard USB-C to 3.5mm
headphone jack adapter.

With this adapter in place,
all ports not in use are
able to use the 3.5mm
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headphone socket, which
means you can put them

to use. I want to make
home cinema with

camera and front video
source. I bought both pre

and post driver for all
devices. nothing works in
linux. i tried with v4l2dk -
sams rtd driver. i used to
install driver for winblows

and tried with them on
linux. I have a Logitech

G27 gaming mouse and I
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have a PC running
Windows 10/64-bit. There
is no device. There's no

software to download and
I can't find any drivers for

it. Are there any
compatible drivers for.

I've been trying to get a
file off of my Windows 7.

I'm on an Acer Aspire
B1-710. The file is located
at com/Downloads/TC-RD.
In the bin and the folder

structure. Some files can't
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be transfer, which I use
http. Why can't I edit or

delete files in the bin
folder? This is. Download

HTC Sense 9 and install it.
Search "driveq" in your
Android. If your phone's
internal storage is full,

you will also have a limit
for the size of the SD

card. Unlike USB, e. It is
possible to have a usb

hub that uses a different
protocol, but it's not a
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built-in feature of
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